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On the Null-Homotopy of Bridged Craphs* 
ROBERT E. JAMISONt 
A combinatorial notion of null-homotopy for graphs was introduced by Duchet, Las Vergnas, 
and Meyniel. Their results were of a qualitative nature for all such graphs. Here some quantitative 
results are established for the special class of graphs which contain no isometric cycles other than 
triangles. It is also shown how each cycle in such a graph may be decomposed into chordal pieces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G will denote a connected, undirected graph without multiple 
edges or loops. (G may be infinite.) Following Duchet, Las Vergnas, and Meyniel [3], we 
say G is null-homotopic provided each cycle C (regarded as a set of edges) of G is the modulo 
2 edge-sum of triangles. If C is a cycle in G, a chord of C is an edge joining two vertices of 
C which are not consecutive along e. A bridge B of C is a shortest path between two vertices 
of C which is shorter than each of the two arcs of C between these vertices. B is proper if 
it contains no vertices of C except its endnodes. G is chordal (resp., bridged) if every cycle 
in G of length n > 3 has a chord (resp., a bridge). 
The bridged graphs were introduced and studied in [5] as the class of graphs which are 
locally convex with respect to geodesic convexity. They extend the well-known class of 
chordal (also called 'triangulated') graphs [4], originally introduced by G. Dirac [2]. 
Let dG denote the distance function in G and for any n-cycle C in G, let de denote the 
distance along C-that is, in the subgraph consisting of the n nodes and n edges of e. Thus 
there is a bridge between nodes v, w of C iff dG(v, w) < dc(v, w). (Thus bridged graphs are 
precisely those graphs with no (nontrivial) isometric cycles in the sense of [I].) Applying this 
and the triangle inequality, one can see that if a cycle C has a bridge, it must have a proper 
bridge P. Now P splits C into two shorter cycles. Thus by a simple induction, it follows that 
any n-cycle in a bridged graph is the mod 2 sum of at most 2n - 3 triangles. 
The goal here is to reduce this to the quadratic bound (n - 2)2/2 for n > 3 and to give 
an example where (n2/6) - 2 triangles are needed. Along the way, chordal graphs will be 
characterized by a linear null-homotopy. The first step, which follows, is to show that any 
cycle in a bridged graph can be broken down into chordal pieces. 
2. MINIMAL BRIDGES 
The following result is proved as Theorem 3.1 in [5]: 
(2.1) THEOREM [5]. Suppose G is a bridged graph. Thenfor any cycle C in G and any node 
p on C, either the neighbors of p on C are adjacent or there is a bridge from p to some other 
node ofe. 
In fact, it was shown (Theorem 3.5, [5]) that the desired bridge may be required to be 
proper, but the weaker formulation will suffice here. 
Let C be a cycle of a bridged graph G. An arc A (i.e. sUbpath) of C is a critical arc of 
C provided there is a bridge of C between its endnodes but no other pair of nodes of A are 
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joined by a bridge. A bridge between the endnodes of a critical arc will be called a minimal 
bridge of C. 
An antipode of a node p on C is a node of C at maximum distance from p along C. Thus 
p has one antipode when C has even length and two antipodes when C has odd length. By 
the triangle inequality, one can easily see that there is a bridge at p iff p is bridged to one 
of its antipodes. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let A be a critical arc between nodes p and q of a cycle C. If B is any bridge 
of C between p and q, then A n B = {p, q}. 
PROOF. Suppose A and B share a node v different from bothp and q. Since A is critical, 
p is not bridged to v, so dG(p, v) = ddp, v). Likewise dG(v, q) = ddv, q). Since v is on 
a shortest path from p to q, we have 
dG(P, q) = dG(p, v) + dG(v, q) = ddp, v) + ddv, q) ~ ddp, q), 
which contradicts the assumption that C is bridged between p and q. 
We now show that any critical arc must be a minor arc-that is, its length is at most half 
that of the containing cycle. 
(2.3) LEMMA. If A is a critical arc of an n-cycle C in a bridged graph G, then the length 
of A is at most [nI2]. 
PROOF. Let n = 2k + e where e = 0, 1 and k ~ 2. Let C be given as 
VOVI . .. V2k+e = Vo, and suppose that A: VOV I . .. Vs is a critical arc. We show that a 
contradiction results if s > k. 
First suppose e = O. Then Vk+ I is the unique antipode of VI in C. Since A is critical and 
s ~ k + 1, there is no bridge from VI to Vk+l. Hence there is no bridge at all at VI. Thus 
by Theorem 2.1, the neighbors Vo and V2 of VI are adjacent. But then the chord VOV2 is a 
bridge. Since s ~ 3, this contradicts the assumption that A is critical. 
Now suppose e = 1. If s ~ k + 2, then both antipodes Vk+ I and Vk+2 of VI lie in A and 
an argument like the one above applies. Thus assume s = k + 1. Let B be a bridge from 
Vo to Vk+ I. Then the length of B is at most k - 1. If the length of B were less than k - 1, 
then we would have 
dG(vo, Vk) ~ dG(vo, Vk+l) + 1 < (k - 1) + 1, 
so that Vo would be bridged to Vb contrary to the assumption that A is critical. Thus B has 
length exactly k - 1. By Lemma 2.2, A n B = {vo, vk+ I} so C' = A u B is a proper cycle 
of length 2k. Now in C', V k + 1 is the unique antipode of VI. Since the distance from VI to 
Vk+ I is k along both C' and C, if VI were bridged in C', it would be bridged in C to Vk+ I, 
contrary to the hypothesis that A is critical. Thus VI is not bridged in C', so by Theorem 
2.1 its neighbors V2 and Vo in C' are adjacent, again a contradiction. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. In any graph G, two paths A and B between nodes p and q form an 
s-zipper between p and q provided 
(a) A n B = {p, q}, 
(b) A and B have lengths s + 1 and s, respectively, and 
(c) if A and B are given by 
(2.5) A: p = aOa l a2 . .. asas+1 = q, 
B: p = bob l b2 . .. bs = q, 
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then the edges in the subgraph of G induced by A u B are precisely those between nodes 
whose positions differ by at most 2 in the following list: 
FIGURE I. The 4-zipper. 
Note that the order in (2.6) defines a compatible order on A u B in the sense of Roberts 
[6] and hence yields a representation of A u B as a unit interval graph (with unit = 2). (Cf. 
also [4], p. 287) In particular, A u B induces a chordal subgraph of G. 
Our goal in this section is to show that any cycle in a bridged graph may be built by 
zipping together zippers. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let G be a bridged graph, and suppose A and B are paths of the form (2.5) 
with A n B = {p, q}. If B is shortest and A is shortest from p to as and from a l to q, then 
A and B form a zipper from p to q. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on s, the case s = I being trivial 
The 'shortness' hypotheses imply that there are no bridges of the cycle A u B from either 
p or q. Thus a l b l and asbs_1 must be edges by Theorem 2.1. Let B' be the path a l a2 • •• as 
and A' the path al b l b2 • •• bs- 2bs- 1 as. Clearly B' is shortest since it is contained in A which 
is shortest from a l to q = as+ I' Now a l b l b2 • •• bs_1 bs = q has length s, the same length 
as A from al to q, so this path is shortest. Thus A' is shortest from a l to bs _ I ' Likewise, A' 
is shortest from b l to as. Thus by induction, A' u B' is an (s - I)-zipper. 
Thus we have all the desired edges from (2.6) and no others, except possibly extra edges 
at p and q. But extra edges at p or q would be chords of A u Bat p or q, and we already 
noted that A u B has no bridges at p or q. Thus A u B is an s-zipper. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Suppose A is a critical arc of a cycle C in a bridged graph G. If B is any 
shortest path joining the endnodes p and q of A, then A and B form a zipper in G from p 
to q. 
PROOF. Let A and B have lengths t and s, respectively. Then s ~ t - I since B is a 
bridge from p to q. By Lemma 2.2, A n B = {p, q}, so A u B is a proper cycle in G. Since 
B is shortest and A is critical, p is not bridged in A u B. Thus by Theorem 2.1, the neighbor 
al of p on A and the neighbor b l of p on B must be adjacent. 
Now the path B' obtained by going from al to b l and then following B to q has the same 
length s as B. Since A is critical, a l and q are not bridged in C, so s ~ dC<a l , q). Since by 
Lemma 2.3, A is a minor arc of C, it follows that dC<a l , q) = t - 1. Thus s ~ t - 1. 
Combined with the inequality s ~ t - 1, this yields t = s + I, so A and B may be written 
in the form (2.5). 
By choice, B is shortest. Since A is critical, al and q are not bridged. By Lemma 2.3, A 
is the shorter arc of C from al to q, so A is shortest from al to q. Similarly, A is shortest 
from p to as. Thus by Lemma 2.7, A u B forms an s-zipper as desired. 
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It is interesting to note that if we glue two s-zippers together along their short sides, we 
obtain an (even) cycle in a bridged graph such that both arcs joining a pair of antipodal 
nodes are critical. (By the above theorem, this is essentially the only way this phenomenon 
can occur.) Thus the critical arc associated with a minimal bridge need not be unique. 
In spite of Lemma 2.2, a minimal bridge need not be proper: it can intersect the arc 
opposite the critical arc. This is illustrated in Figure 2. (The graph in Figure 2 is a g-sum 
in the sense of [5] of three chordal graphs formed by the three arcs of the outer cycle with 
the minimal bridge. Thus by Theorem 5.2 of [5], it is bridged.) However, we have the 
following corollary which will be useful in the sequel. 
c b 
a d 
FIGURE 2. A non-proper minimal bridge abed 
(2.9) COROLLARY. If C is a cycle without chords in a bridged graph G, then every minimal 
bridge of C is proper. 
PROOF. Suppose B is a improper minimal bridge of C, and let A be a critical arc of C 
for B. By Theorem 2.8, A u B is a zipper and may be described as in Definition 2.4. Since 
B is improper, bj E C for some 0 < j < s. By Lemma 2.2, bj ¢ A. Now aj and aj+, are in 
A and adjacent to bj ; at least one of them is different from both p and q. Thus at least one 
of the edges bA and bjaj +, is a chord of C. 
3. QUADRATIC NULL-HOMOTOPY OF BRIDGED-GRAPHS 
Following Duchet, Las Vergnas, and Meyniel [3], we say a cycle C in a graph G is 
null-homotopic iff there exist triangles T" T2 , ••• , T, in G so that each edge of C occurs 
an odd number of times among the edges of the 1'; and every other edge occurs an even 
number of times. This may be expressed by the equation: 
t 
(3.1) C = L 1'; (mod 2) 
i=l 
For any class ff' of graphs, let f:, (ff', n) denote the least nonnegative integer d such that 
any n-cycle C in a graph G of ff' has a representation (3.1) with t ::::; d. If no such d exists, 
we set f:, (ff', n) = 00. When ff' consists of a single graph G, we write simply f:, (G, n). 
Trivially, f:, (G, 3) = 1 for any G, and f:, (G, n) = 0 if G contains no n-cycles. Even for 
such a nice class as the class fTo of plane triangulations, we may have f:, (fTo, n) = 00 for 
all n > 3. Figure 3 shows how to construct a Gin fTo with f:, (G, 4) arbitrarily large. 
Our goal here is to show for the class f!8 of bridged graphs that f:, (f!8, n) grows quadratically 
in n. We being by examining the situation for the class (fj of chordal graphs. 
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FIGURE 3. A planar triangulation containing a square that is not the sum of few triangles 
(3.2) LEMMA. Suppose C is an n-cycle in an arbitrary graph G, and suppose C has a 
representation in G of the form (3.1). Then 
(a) t == n (mod 2), 
(b) t ~ n - 2, 
(c) 6(G, n) ~ n - 2 for all n > 3 iffG is chordal. 
PROOF. (a) The triangles ~ have 3t edges altogether. As precisely the edges of C occur 
an odd number of times each, we have 3t == n (mod 2). Thus t == n (mod 2). 
(b) Suppose we have (3.1) with t ~ n - 2. Then some triangle Ti must contain two edges 
of C. Since these edges lie in a triangle, they are consecutive and hence have the form ab 
and bc. Then ac is the third edge of ~ and forms a chord of C. This chord breaks C into 
the triangle ~ and an (n - 1 )-cyde C'. If we delete Ti from (3.1), we get a representation 
of C' as the sum of t' = t - 1 triangles. By induction t - 1 = t' ~ n - 3, so t ~ n - 2 
as desired. 
(c) The above argument shows that if t ~ n - 2, then C has a chord. Thus if 
6 (G, n) ~ n - 2 for all n > 3, G must be chordal. 
Conversely, if G is chordal, then any n-cyde C of G has a chord. This chord breaks C 
into smaller cycles A and B of lengths a + 1 and b + 1, where a + b = n. By induction 
A and B are sums of a-I and b - 1 triangles, respectively. Combining these sums we get 
the desired representation of C as a sum of n - 2 triangles. 
It is worth noting that a single n-cycle may be the sum of n - 2 triangles without 
inducing a chordal subgraph. Indeed, let al a2 • •• an_I be a path of length n - 2 ~ 3. Add 
a new vertex b adjacent to all the ais, and add the edge al an-I' In the resulting graph the 
n-cycle bal a2 • •• an_I b is the sum of n - 2 triangles having b as a common vertex. But the 
(n - I)-cycle ala2 • • • an_la l does not have a chord. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Ifrc is the class of chordal graphs, then 6 (rc, n) = n - 2for all n ~ 3, 
and rc is the largest class of graphs with this property. 
The above theorem is an immediate consequence of the lemma. We now turn to the main 
result. 
(3.4) THEOREM. If fJl is the class of bridged graphs, then f.:. ({JJ, n) ~ (n - 2?/2 for all 
n > 3. 
PROOF. Let C be an n-cycle in a bridged graph G. We proceed by induction. Any bridge 
of a 4-cycle is a chord which breaks the 4-cycle into a sum of two triangles. Thus 
6 (fJl, 4) = 2 as desired. Now consider n > 4. 
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First suppose C has a chord. This breaks C into two shorter cycles A and B of lengths 
a + I and b + I, respectively, where n = a + b. Assume first that a and b are both 
greater than 2. Then by induction, A and B may be represented as sums of ~ (a - 1)2/2 
and ~ (b - 1)2/2 triangles, respectively. Adding these, we get a representation of C as a 
sum of at most 
(a - 1)2/2 + (b - 1)2/2 ~ (n - 2i/2 
triangles (since the square of a sum exceeds the sum of the squares). If a = 2, then A is a 
triangle and b + 1 = n - 1 > 3, so the inductive hypothesis may be applied to B only. 
The number of triangles in the combined sum is now at most 
1 + (n - 3)2/2 ~ (n - 2)2/2. 
where the last inequality holds since n > 4. The case b = 2 is symmetric. 
Now suppose C has no chords. Then by Corollary 2.9, every minimal bridge of C is 
proper. Let B be a minimal bridge oflength s. Since B is proper, it breaks C into two cycles. 
One of these, by Theorem 2.8, is an s-zipper, which, either by Lemma 3.2c or by direct 
observation, is the sum of 2s - 1 triangles. The other is a cycle oflength n - 1, and hence 
is the sum of at most (n - W/2 triangles by induction. Clearly the length of any bridge of 
an n-cycle is at most (n/2) - 1. Thus C may be written as the sum of at most 
(n - 3)2/2 + 2s - 1 ~ (n - 3)2/2 + n - 3 < (n - 2)2/2 
triangles. 
The quadratic bound above may be reduced by bounding the lengths of minimal bridges. 
The following may be proved by a straight-forward modification of the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
(3.5) THEOREM. Suppose G is a bridged graph andfor some k > 0 every cycle of length 
n > 3 in G has a minimal bridge of length at most k. Then 6 (G, n) ~ (2k - 1)(n - 2)for 
all n ~ 3. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. If:1lt is the class of bridged graphs of diameter k, then 
6 (f!4t , n) ~ (2k - l)(n - 2). 
PROOF. The length of any bridge is at most the diameter. 
Let f!4k be the class of graphs in which every cycle of length n > 3 has some bridge of 
length at most k. It is unknown whether this weaker condition implies the condition of 
Theorem 3.5 in general. For k = 1, this is the case. Indeed, f!4, isjust CfJ, the class of chordal 
graphs. If C is a cycle in a chordal graph, then the subgraph induced by C is also chordal 
and hence contains a simplicial node v (cf. [2] or [4], p. 256). Thus the neighbors of v are 
joined by a chord which is then a minimal bridge of length 1. 
The estimates in (3.4)-(3 .6) can easily be slightly improved by more attention to details. 
Any substantial improvements (which are probably possible) must come from a deeper 
knowledge of the structure of bridged graphs. For example, it is possible that in a bridged 
graph, any n-cycle (n > 3) always has a minimal bridge of length at most n/3. If this is true, 
then the upper bound on 6 (:11, n) can be brought closer to the lower bound (n2/6) - 2 
established in the next section. 
4. A DISCRETE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM 
Let T(6, 3) denote the (infinite) vertex-edge graph of the regular triangular tesselation of 
the plane. As noted in [5], this is a bridged graph. Empirically, it seems to take on the largest 
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values of f., (G, n) among the known bridged graphs G. In this section, we shall determine 
the values of f., (T(6, 3), n). 
Any n-cycle C in T(6, 3) is a Jordan curve, and it is easily seen that any representation 
of C in the form (3.1) must use all triangles interior to C and that these suffice. Since these 
triangles have equal area and the edges of C have equal length, the determination of 
f., (T(6, 3), n) suggests the following isoperimetric problem. 
(4.1) PROBLEM. For given n,/ind in T(6, 3) a curve C of perimeter n which encloses the 
greatest area. 
There is no question about the existence of a solution, since we are in the discrete case. 
The classical procedure of flipping any concave arc of C to the outside and thereby 
increasing the area, but not the perimeter, applies here also and shows that any solution 
must be a convex curve. 
Any convex curve C in T(6, 3) may be specified, up to translation and rotation, by the 
6-tuple (a" a2 , ••• , a6 ) of side lengths. Projecting C onto a line parallel to side i easily 
yields the relation: 
(Arithmetic on the indices is, of course, modulo 6.) There are 3 such equations (i = 1,2, 3), 
corresponding to the three directions of lines in T(6, 3). Combining and simplifying these 
equations leads to 
(4.2) 
This constant value will be denoted by A, the 'lopsidedness' of C. 
At any corner of C, the angle is either 60° or 120°. In the former case, there is a O-length 
side. But in no case can there be two consecutive zeros among the ais. 
We now introduce two operations. To cut side i, we remove the 2ai + 1 triangles 
touching it. This changes the side lengths as follows: 
and reduces the total length by 1. To cap side i, we reverse this process and adjoin 2ai -
new triangles to the interior. Side i may be cut provided ai _, #- 0 #- ai +,; side i may be 
capped provided ai #- O. 
Now suppose n > 7, and fix a solution C to (4.1). We claim C has no O-Iength sides. 
Indeed, if a i = 0 for some i, we may cut side i to produce a curve C' of length n - 1 
enclosing one fewer triangle. Since n - 1 ~ 7, C must have a side of length a; ~ 2. 
Capping this side produces a new n-cycle enclosing 2a; - 1 more triangles than C. This 
is a net gain of 2a; - 2 > 0 triangles, contradicting the maximal choice of C. 
We now claim that any two nonconsecutive sides of C differ in length by at most 1. 
Indeed, suppose on the contrary that Ii - } I > 1 and aj ~ ai + 2. Since all side lengths are 
positive, we may cut side i, losing 2a i + 1 triangles, to produce an (n - I)-cycle C. Since 
Ii - ) I > 1, aj is unchanged by this process. Now cap side} of C, adding 2aj - 1 triangles, 
to produce a new n-cycle. There is a net gain of 2(aj - aJ - 2 > 0 triangles, contradicting 
the maximality of C. 
It follows for C that A = - 1, 0, or + 1. By a central symmetry if necessary, assume 
A = 0, I. We may rotate C so that a, is the least of a" a3' as. By a reflection if necessary, 
we may suppose a, ~ a3 ~ as. Since as - a, ~ 1, there must be at least one and possibly 
two equalities in the chain, a, ~ a3 ~ as. There are then 6 ways of making the choices for 
A and for the equalities, corresponding to the 6 possible values of n modulo 6. After making 
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such a choice, the values for the ais are readily determined, showing that (4.1) has a unique 
solution for each n up to symmetry. (The values 3 ~ n ~ 7 are easily seen to follow the 
same pattern.) The number of triangles may be derived inductively from the case n = 6 by 
capping sequentially the sides 4, 3, 2, 1, 6, 5 and so on cyclically. The results are shown in 
Table 1. 
Table I. 
The most circular n-cycles in T(6,3) 
A. a1 ~ a3 ~ as a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 n f1 
0 t t 6t 6r 
I < t + t - t + I 6t + 6t2 + 2t -
0 < t t + t t + I 6t + 2 6r + 4t 
I t + t t + t + I 6t + 3 6r + 6t + I 
0 < t t + t + t + 1 t + 6t + 4 6r + 8t + 2 
I < t+ t + t + t + 2 6t + 5 6r + lOt + 3 
It follows from this construction that 8, (86, n) ~ n2j6 - 2 for all n. By ad hoc reasoning, 
it is possible to show that 8, (86, n) = 8, (T(6, 3), n) for 3 ~ n ~ 9. It would be remarkable 
if this equality held for all n. 
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